
Math 2325 INTRO TO HIGHER MATH Fall 2004
Dr. Duval Report Guidelines

Technical writing, of which your reports are an example, is hard, and hard work! But,
with practice, you can get better at it, and, in the process, make ideas more clear in your
own mind. You are always welcome to ask me for help on any aspect of your report, at any
stage of writing.

Main goal This will vary from lab to lab. I will try to describe our main goal in each lab
as we encounter it. I will specify suggested “Questions” from the text to consider to
get you towards the main goal, but you may vary from that plan (though you might
want to check with me if you do).

Contents The guidelines on pp. xvi–xviii of the text are a good starting point. You should
have all or most of the things listed there, including the “Introduction” section, though
you do not have to put everything in the same order and style as suggested there (but
you may).

Format The prose part of your report should be typed or typeset. You may put in diagrams,
equations, tables, etc. neatly by hand. A cover sheet is not necessary; just put your
name on the first sheet. Do not use binders, plastic covers, etc.; simply staple the
pages of your report together.

Rubric Your projects will be graded on the following scale:

5 Thorough investigation, all questions answered, mostly proved. Writing is clear,
organized, and easy to read.

4 Most questions answered with true statements, backed up by careful testing. Writing
is clear and organized.

3 Patterns from well-organized data noticed and described, backed up by thorough
testing. Writing does not interfere with your meaning, and is somewhat organized.

2 Good experimental design and organized data collection. Writing is decipherable.

1 Some relevant data collection, not necessarily organized. Writing is hard to read.

0 Minimal work.

The minimum average for an A is 3.8, for a B is 2.8, etc. I may award half-points (for
instance, 3.5) for papers that fit between categories, and occasionally even finer grades
(for instance, 3.1).


